Thermwood has a sales and support group that focuses on software products that work with and enhance the operation of Thermwood CNC routers. Their goal is to offer to Thermwood customers the most effective software products for their specific application, smoothly integrated with Thermwood’s Control. You can be certain that software obtained from Thermwood will work properly with your Thermwood CNC router.

**eCabinet Systems**

eCabinet Systems is an extensive design, costing, sales and production support software program with features and capabilities that will benefit any custom cabinet operation from a one man shop to a large production organization.

**Mastercam**

Mastercam Router is the CAD/CAM software that takes you to a new level of productivity. Easy to learn because Mastercam makes programming so simple, you’ll be designing and cutting parts on day one.

**Panelmetrix**

Panelmetrix is a door and drawer panel generating system. The Panelmetrix program consists of various “geometry templates” to produce virtually any style of door and drawer.

**Final Finish**

Final Finish is a machine optimization technology which converts existing point data to filter lines, arcs and 3D-arcs which greatly reduces cycle time and improves surface finish.

**FastSCAN**

FastSCAN is the ultimate laser scanner. With a simple sweep of the FastSCAN wand, you can create instant real time 3D images and databases--anytime, anywhere. FastSCAN is the industry’s most flexible and most affordable scanner.
Other Software
Thermwood has also worked extensively with the following softwares to ensure that they work with your Thermwood CNC Router:

Software Training
Software training is available at Thermwood for all of the programs we represent, including eCabinet Systems, Mastercam®, Panelmetrix® and ArtCAM®.

Our dedicated training rooms are equipped with a modular workstation for each student.

*We also offer On-line eCabinet Systems training!*

Thermwood is your best source for software products for the following reasons:

1. **Thermwood understands the application.**
   Thermwood knows how the package works with our machines. We know what you can and can’t do with it and we know how to configure it.

2. **We’ve solved the integration problems.**
   Thermwood has already done this work for the packages it offers so you don’t have to, from the software to the computer and then to the CNC control.

3. **Our integrated training.**
   We teach you the intricacies of how the software and control work together.

4. **Thermwood software support.**
   Thermwood can provide support for the software package, the control and, most important the operation of the two together.

5. **Multi-package integration.**
   Sometimes an application requires several software packages. These packages must work together and work with Thermwood’s control, we know how to make them work together for your application.

6. **Professional evaluation.**
   When you purchase software from Thermwood you know that it was fully evaluated and it works.